1. Event name(3): DEBATE AND DISCUSSION.

2. Venue: E Class Room
3. Date: 27-1-2020
4. State-Pair: Andhra Pradesh & Punjab
5. Brief about event: As part of the program the students participated in the Activity. The topic given to the students for the Debate and discussion is "SOCIO AND ECONOMIC GROWTH OF PUNJAB AND ANDHRA PRADESH".

6. Report of the event

ACTIVITY 3: DEBATE AND DISCUSSION.

As a part of the “EK BHARAT SHRESTHA BHARATH” SCHEDULE the Activity 3 is Debate and discussion. As part of the program the students participated in the Activity. The topic given to the students for the Debate and discussion is "SOCIO AND ECONOMIC GROWTH OF PUNJAB AND ANDHRA PRADESH". Very interesting and a good discussion went among the students about the facts of Punjab and the Andhra Pradesh states economic growths. This debate and discussion lead to know a very deep Information about the paired state Punjab.

Finally the event was Very successful and many faculty members appreciated for Conducting these type of activities among Students. The program was attended by the NSS Student Coordinators and EBSB members and NSS volunteers of the unit.